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In an effort to help open communications with the family of Robert Dentmond and 

residents of Majestic Oaks, The Rev. Karl Anderson and I volunteered to facilitate a 

community meeting on March 22. Neither Alachua County Sheriff Sadie Darnell 

nor Gainesville Police Chief Tony Jones had anything to do with facilitating this 

meeting. The purpose of the meeting was to hear questions and comments from 

Dentmond's family and Majestic Oaks residents. 

When Jennifer Appel, Dentmond’s legal guardian, spoke and asked everybody to be 

calm, some members in the audience began shouting and being disrespectful. They 

showed no respect for the person speaking or for the sanctity of the church. This 

continued for quite some time. 

It was my understanding that we only had one hour for the meeting. Since there 

was only 10 minutes left and there was no effective communication occurring, we 

made the decision to end the meeting before things got out of hand. Although 

several people did not like how the meeting ended, they also noted how disruptive 

the meeting had become. 
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It has been stated that the meeting was not productive and was ended before 

citizens could speak. This is not true. Every effort was made to allow as many 

people as possible to speak before it reached a point where no one was listening. 

Let’s not let this meeting distract us from the issue at hand. This incident is another 

example of the need for assistance for our black males. The organizations in our 

community need to come together to work with these young men. 

It appears that we always wait until something happens before we come together 

and then when the incident dies down we go back into our respective places. As we 

move forward, it is my hope that local organizations can come together to not only 

address mental-health issues, but various issues that impact young black males in 

our community, including unemployment, school dropout and incarceration rates, 

which are too high in our community. 

We should be out in the community working with our young black males on a 24/7 

basis. They need job training, job placement, health care, and consistent academic 

help and assistance from local government and state agencies each and every day, 

not just when something happens. It would be great to see our local high schools 

and Santa Fe College bring back programs like the CEDAR Program that would 

teach young men (and women) skills they need to obtain good jobs with a livable 

wage. 

Not everyone will finish high school and go to college. Opportunities need to be 

created so that everyone has an equal chance at success. Only then can we begin to 

reach these young men standing on street corners and give them hope for a better 

life. 

— Rosa B. Williams lives in Gainesville. 


